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NatuRigi - Mountain hay products

Cosmetics / Make-up

NatuRigi - mountain hay products - © NatuRigi

NatuRigi - so that the flower meadows on the south side of the Rigi continue
to bloom

Many natural treasures grow on the south side of the Rigi from Greppen to
Brunnen. It is a species-rich, originally wild flora and fauna with 900 flowering
plants, 300 lichens, 100 mosses, well over 1000 insects, breeding birds, reptiles,
amphibians and mammals. This diversity exists thanks to the special geology, the
natural history, the mild lake climate and the careful work of the farming families.

NatuRigi-Gnuss-Chischtli
Take Rigi Genuss home with you. Buy a small box made of Rigi wood lined with
fragrant Rigi hay and filled with delicious products and specialities from the south
side of the Rigi. Choose the contents of your Rigi-Gnuss-Chischtli and order by post,
telephone or e-mail.

NatuRigi wellness products
Try out these products. They are a treat for body and soul. All NatuRigi wellness
products contain extracts of Rigi lean hay and selected herbs. The lean hay is rich
in valuable ingredients such as coumarin, which stimulates blood circulation. The
herbs promote your well-being.

Sales outlets

Drogerie Masiello, Märt Neubühl, Luzernerstrasse 44, Weggis

Rigi-Dorfladen, Zentrum 4, Rigi Kaltbad

Information
NatuRigi promotes and protects the natural treasures as well as the natural plant
and animal life on the south side of the Rigi. In order for the farming families
on the slopes to continue to cultivate the valuable rough pastures, they need a
sufficient income. One possible source of income is to process the farm's own
products themselves, develop specialities and sell them directly. This is where
NatuRigi provides support.

Address:
Bühlhof 1
6404 Greppen

 +41 41 390 37 50
 https://www.buehlhof.ch/naturigi.html
 luzia.muheim@buelhof.ch
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Features:
Suitability General
for every weather
Target group
Individual guests


